Robust QRS detection for HRV estimation from compressively sensed ECG measurements for remote health-monitoring systems.
To present a new compressive sensing (CS)-based method for the acquisition of ECG signals and for robust estimation of heart-rate variability (HRV) parameters from compressively sensed measurements with high compression ratio. CS is used in the biosensor to compress the ECG signal. Estimation of the locations of QRS segments is carried out by applying two algorithms on the compressed measurements. The first algorithm reconstructs the ECG signal by enforcing a block-sparse structure on the first-order difference of the signal, so the transient QRS segments are significantly emphasized on the first-order difference of the signal. Multiple block-divisions of the signals are carried out with various block lengths, and multiple reconstructed signals are combined to enhance the robustness of the localization of the QRS segments. The second algorithm removes errors in the locations of QRS segments by applying low-pass filtering and morphological operations. The proposed CS-based method is found to be effective for the reconstruction of ECG signals by enforcing transient QRS structures on the first-order difference of the signal. It is demonstrated to be robust not only to high compression ratio but also to various artefacts present in ECG signals acquired by using on-body wireless sensors. HRV parameters computed by using the QRS locations estimated from the signals reconstructed with a compression ratio as high as 90% are comparable with that computed by using QRS locations estimated by using the Pan-Tompkins algorithm. The proposed method is useful for the realization of long-term HRV monitoring systems by using CS-based low-power wireless on-body biosensors.